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WHEN the email arrived via a “home
exchange” website for a trade in London
in January, my first thought was, “They
must be kidding.” Then my second
thought was: “Poker!” 

I had played pretty much all over the
U.S., but never in Europe. Most of my
play was in South Florida, with the
Hollywood Hard Rock near Ft. Lauder-
dale being kind of home base, but the
chance to see what the European games
were like was intriguing. Six months
later, I was in a flat in London with lousy
lighting, daily darkness and an Oyster
bus pass. My usual tank top/baggies garb
that had had some friends calling me
Tank Girl was replaced by earmuffs and a
parka.

But I was undaunted. I had dollars in
my pocket.

As soon as I got organized, I was off to
the Grosvenor Victoria Casino. I was lazy
the first time out, and it was freezing, so
I took a cab. Thanks to the lousy status of
the dollar vs. the pound, I was already
down $50 and hadn’t even been dealt a
hand. I was rushing to make a tourna-
ment and wanted to be sure I wasn’t an
alternate. After a hasty sign-in to become
a club member, which simply means you
have a driver’s license – and a mandatory
coat check – I rushed past the roulette
and table game floor to the poker room.

It was deadly quiet with two tables
getting seated and what looked like a
tournament of about 30 shaping up. Not
what I had hoped for, but I already had
$50 invested and was hell-bent on play-
ing. 

A LOOK AROUND
Checking things out I found the poker
room low-key and friendly with a nice
bar and a decent menu that’s reasonably
priced. The game is extremely well run
with a tournament director who sits in a
high chair like a tennis referee. I’ve been
in 200-person games in Florida that did-
n’t get that kind of oversight! The players
were pretty quiet, a mix of young guys
from all over Europe and some older
guys, with two women in this game plus
me. I quickly noticed that the tendencies
of the players were the opposite of what
I’d usually expect – the young guys were
pretty tight, with the older players being
the calling station ATC maniacs. The
attire had less attitude than in the U.S.:

no baseball caps, and no sunglasses that
I can recall.

The second time I played at the Vic I
had the transportation figured out with
some help from my husband. When I got
there several guys remembered me from
the earlier game, so I no longer felt like a
total tourist. This game had about the
same number of runners. On the very
first hand I was lucky to flop a boat when
my pocket sevens were greeted with a 7-
10-10. The second lucky thing was that
one of the players had a 10, so I quickly
doubled up. In the chip-stacking excite-
ment I forgot what I observed to be a
kind of etiquette thing in London, which
was to shake the hand of the person you
knocked out, and when the unlucky guy
headed my way, I wasn’t looking. I was
glad later when he came up to me and we
talked and I shook his hand then. 

That’s such a better ritual than what
would more likely occur in a Florida game
where the knockout berates you for
being such an idiot and calling with such
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a weak hand and then sucking out.
I wish I could have made the double-

up a bit later when it would have mat-
tered more, because soon my A-K shove
ran into J-J and that was it. 

On my first game at the Vic, I had J-J,
flopped a set, played it fast with a shove,
was called by a straight draw that got
there on the river, and it was goodbye

Mr. Chips. 
This time the jacks held but I was still

on the losing end. It seemed like J-J was
my Vic nemesis hand.

CASH GAMES
Although I didn’t want to play cash
games too much in London because of a
limited bankroll, I thought I’d give it a

shot. There were many types of games
offered, including Omaha, all low stakes
with the highest being £2-£5. Sign in for
cash games is ultra-efficient – you just
swipe your card in a computer, the vari-
ous games pop up, you tick off the ones
you want to be wait-listed for, and your
name appears on the board. There are
two very accommodating floor people to
help if you like, but otherwise it’s very
quick and self-service. I wondered why
the U.S. doesn’t have this system.

The cash game was boring and not as
convivial as the tournament, but it was
an international education. The dealer
was recently from New Zealand, and at
the table were a stock trader, a Brazilian
lady, an American, and a couple of
European guys. The conversation, when
there was any, was interesting. I learned
what to do with a 401K if I had one. I
played tight and when I played my first
hand the guy to my left mentioned that,
and I thanked him for pointing it out to
the less observant players at the table. I
left down £100.

A few days later I stopped by the
Casino at the Empire. I hated the area,
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although I pretty much handled that
online before going. I asked how many
players had signed up and thought the
guy said 15, but when I opened the door
to the poker area there was a big line of
more than 50 with the final total being

86. This was definitely where the day-to-
day action seemed to be, and this was
just a Thursday tournament with 13k in
chips and 20-minute levels. As far as I
could tell, I was the only female.

The players seemed to be a mix of
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but it was a pretty big casino, so I had to
check it out. Again, past the table popu-
lated mostly by Asians, and up to the
tournament room. There was no tourna-
ment running, and only two cash games
going. The staff was very friendly and
glad to see anyone, I’d guess. I got infor-
mation on the various tournaments, and
planned to stop by in a few days to try
one.

TRYING A NEW PLACE
But then Poker Pro editor Johnny
Quads put me in touch with a local play-
er, who turned me on to the Fox Poker
Club. Open just four months, it was in
Covent Garden in the theatre district just
at the entrance to Chinatown. As a mater
of fact, they had a notice of an upcoming
Chinese tournament, which, in Vegas
would be a type of game (“Chinese
Poker”). But here at the Fox, this was lit-
eral: a game where Chinese was the table
language.

Up a short stairway there’s a sign-in,

Action at Fox Poker Club
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total amateurs and crazy young guys
from all over Europe with a four-bet,
five-bet, shove style. I’m used to playing
with more players who play for a living. I
guess you’d call them pros in that they
don’t have other jobs. The guys here
seemed like working guys out for a good
time. The amateurs wouldn’t play a hand
for hours, get pocket aces or kings, raise
way too much preflop, then shove out of
turn on the flop, shaking like an earth-
quake. 

The five-bettors, on the other hand,
had no concern for position or cards.
They would call all bets, at least early in
the games, and if in early positions, make
very big bets on the flop and take it down
right there. I did notice that these guys

almost always chipped up early, but
didn’t stay around long. The runners
who made it late in the game had multi-
ple gears, and I’d put myself in that cate-
gory. In many ways, the games were a lot
like online games. It was kind of like a
dance: raise, reraise, shove, insta-fold. I
could play here forever.

I started off gradually building my
stack and never dropped down. I found
the players pretty easy to read and could
use their tendencies against them since
most didn’t seem to have too many
gears: they played a somewhat robotic
game. At the beginning of the game I
noticed that none of the guys were wear-
ing sunglasses, but after about five lev-
els, the shades came out. I generally do
whatever the table is doing, and I was
prepared either way.

THE FINAL TABLE
The game was pretty quiet until the final
table, but there were a few things I
noticed that you’d never see in the U.S.
For one thing, at the Fox (unlike the Vic),
f-bombs were fast and frequent. It was
pretty “home game” in that way, which I
didn’t mind at all. Also, players who bust-
ed but had friends still in could sit
behind them, or even almost at the table
if there was an empty seat. I’m not crazy
about this for several reasons, mostly
that it can be confusing about how many
payers are in the game. In the U.S., you
must leave the table when you are out.

Then there was the massage protocol:

When a guy at my table called for a mas-
sage, he took off his shirt and stripped
down to his undershirt and tattoos, then
looked toward to floor and said, “Is this
OK?” to which the person answered “As
long as you stop there.”

Once we hit the final table, people
seemed friendlier and introduced them-
selves. The flat where I was staying was
bordering two areas: Hackney (what a
realtor would call hip, emerging multi-
ethnic East London) and Islington
(safer). I chose to go with Hackney and
when I gave that answer to the “where do
you live” question, the table was silent.
Then one guy, the one who had the mas-
sage earlier, said, “I’ll drive you home.”

And the others all started offering
advice like, “If you take the bus, be sure
to sit next to the driver, don’t go
upstairs.” 

That’s the fun of being the female. I
love when the guys get all protective. The
table immediately agreed to pay the two
unpaid spots their money back out of
first and second place, which the floor
handled. At the Hard Rock, this would be
a long heated discussion best handled
with a lawyer present. Here it was man-
aged quickly and easily.

I came to the table as second short
stack but quickly became one of the two
big stacks, then got involved in one of
the oddest hands I’ve ever played. 

I came in UTG with J-J for a raise to
45k with blinds at 20k. The other big
stack, who I had covered by 40k, shoved
(he had 200k, I had 240). Earlier some-
one folded to this guy and said, “I know
you’re a tight player, so I’m folding a big
hand.”

I really couldn’t imagine what he could
have: A-A or K-K I didn’t think he’d
shove. Tens he might even fold since the
big stack (me) showed strength out of
position. I figured he had queens or air.
Since we were all in the money, I decided
to call and he immediately tapped the
table and said “good call” and showed K-
J. Wow, the best hand I could hope for,
but why would a decent player make a
move like that against the chip leader.
The king hit the flop, and I was essential-
ly crippled. Very weird hand with a bad
outcome. I told my ride offer I’d take a
cab and left in seventh, rather than first,
which obviously had a big payout differ-
ence.
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IF I’D KNOWN… 
One thing I wish I had known was that
the Fox closed at 3 a.m., so they do a
chip chop at that point. It was 2:30 when
I gambled for most of my stack, and I
might have reconsidered had I known
that. Also Thomas, one of the tourna-
ment directors, told me that within the
month, they should have 24-hour status
and that after just four months of oper-
ation, they already have more than
10,000 members. As it is, they’re the
only poker club of its kind in London.

I came back for the Saturday game,
which didn’t have as good a format but
drew 102 players. I played a Tuesday
game the following week and made the
final table again. This game was very dif-
ferent.

I was a little late so I missed the “on
time” bonus chip of 500, another great
idea. If you’re seated on time for tourna-
ments, you get 500 added to your stack. 

I am given a seat at a table where a
dispute is already in progress and as it
turns out, will continue throughout the
night between these two guys. I was
wishing the levels were longer because in
general, all of the players seem to take a
long time agonizing over their decisions,
which they feel compelled to narrate out
loud for the table. I pretty much knew if
they were going to pass or play and
wished they would get on with it, but as
the visitor, I went with the table model,
which seemed to be used to this exten-
sive tanking.

At the final table, there was a really
funny American guy who had just moved

to London. He was in seat 7 and I was in
seat 2, but we started a conversation that
I think unfocused my game a bit. I had a
very decent chip stack with two short
stacks present. For some unknown rea-
son, when I was in the small blind with a
raise from a bluffy player, I shoved with a
suited A-8. The guy showed pocket eights,
and I lost a pretty big pot. I should have
waited for the button and been more
patient. I think there was a chop after my
blow-up.

A few drawbacks I noticed overall at the
Fox was that no one cleaned up the tray
tables, which quickly became loaded with
empty beer bottles and other sloppy stuff.
And, since the table wasn’t on wheels
(why would that be?), it was hard to
move/drag them and when you did, every-
thing turned over – so it was pretty quick-
ly a mess. All in all, it’s a nice poker venue
with a bar, some video slots, friendly staff
and all dealer-dealt games, which isn’t
always the case in London. Games prior to
this year were frequently player-dealt,
which wouldn’t have worked for me at all. 

In my limited experience, I felt the
rooms in London seemed to value poker
players more that at home and were more
service oriented. We weren’t treated like
just some adjunct to slots. And technology
is used much better. For example, when
you sign in, your ticket does not have a
seat number on it. Then right before the
game, names are posted on the stat board
alphabetically with a seat number. Then
shortly after that, a printout is available
with who is in which seat. And, should you
be lucky enough to cash, the payout is

very quick. They know who you are and
have the money ready. Should your phone
or iPod need a recharge, there’s a station
where you can plug it in for a small fee.

I feel like my short time in Europe
changed my game significantly. I was not
afraid to take shots, call raises and three-
bet more often. No one knew me and I
could start from scratch and play like I
often wished I could, but frequently don’t.
I observed a whole new group of players
and what they did that worked and what
didn’t.

I also got an appreciation for skills I
have that I had underrated. Like most of
us, except when on the road, I tend to play
with people I know and who know me. I
had forgotten that I’m good at quickly
reading not just the people, but the “style”
of the table. Every table has a kind of bet-
ting pattern, a common raise, an amount
that people will fold to, and an "aggres-
sive" or "easy" style. My ability to quickly
assess the people and the table earned me
many pots. And I could tell what they
thought of me and when they changed
their mind, and adapt accordingly. 

I got a renewed appreciation for my
ability to change gears, something I
assumed everyone did, but noticed that
many players failed to do, just playing
their default style all the way and hoping
for the best. Just being super-aggressive
doesn’t cut it, but being aggressive and
observant is fearsome.        

I wish I could have visited more poker
rooms, but preferred to play multiple
times at one place rather than constantly
moving around. A couple I hoped to get to
that I never did are The Sportsman, The
Western Club and The International. 

That will be next time, which definitely
won’t be in January. �
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